
The intensive Spanish course offers 20 sessions of 55 minutes each week, for 5 
days from Monday to Friday in the morning. Designed for all those students who 
wish to take advantage to the máximum, their stay in Spain and experience a 
linguistic immersion together with other cultural activities that we offer in the 
afternoons. This is the most popular course and in high demand with our 
students as they can join any Monday of any given week and classes are 
offered for week’s duration or up to various months.Students can complement 
thethe course with added DELE exam prepartion classes, conversation classes or 
extra activities such as Spanish cooking or Flamenco.
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 All services are included
Our students have the possibility to contract with us only the course or all the services required so that their stay in Spain will be 
the easiest. All types of accommodation, transfers,activities, administrative paperwork or excursions among many other options.

 Cervantes accredited school
As an accredited school by the Cervantes Institute we offer classes that ensure success for all students, dynamic classes with an 
excellent methodology, given by our native teaching staff.

 Cultural activities included
The cultural programme that we offer together with our Spanish courses ensures a complete linguistic immersion, where students 
will get to know not only the language but also Spanish culture and customs.

 10 students máximum per class
Our spacious classrooms and with a 10 student limit in each group ensure an education of the highest quality and guarantee the 
success of our courses.

The Spanish intensive course in Seville includes free activities with 4 sessions each day with a native teacher with whom they can 
practice grammar, vocabulary, speaking, writing, reading and listening. A level can be completed in 3 to 10 weeks, but you can 
join in any week and stay all the time you require.




